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I. ACTION RESEARCH TITLE:
Eliminating the difficulties faced by eighth standard students in
memorizing the biological terms through multiple exposure.

II. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Biology is a major branch of science like physics, chemistry, mathematics
etc., Science is an orderly organized study or knowledge confirmed by
observations or experiments. If such study describes living objects or living
beings (animals & plants) then it is called Biology. The term “Biology” was coined
by Lamarck in 1802 by joining two Greek words bios, meaning like and logos
meaning a system of study. Biology may be defined as a science which deals
with life.
Biology is the study of life and teaches us about ourselves and the natural
world around us. A good starting point when studying biology is to admire the
perfection of nature and the principles of life.

Importance of Biology
Like other branches of science, biology has also proved a great boon to
mankind. Its uses are many. It helps us in the following ways.
-

Biology helps us appreciate the living world.

-

Conserve environment and natural resources.

-

Biology helps us growing more food.

-

Biology offers us foundations for certain careers.

-

Biology contributes to economic growth of countries.

-

Biology helps us to develop hobbies.
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How to study for Biology
Many people find Biology the hardest and the most boring subject at
school. That’s not true, indeed, if you know how to appreciate the beauty of
Biology and how to get good results in this subject. Change your attitude towords
biology! This might sound difficult and even meaningless if you’re currently
bogged down in it. However, having the right attitude is really important if you
want to make improvement in this subject.
Words in Biology very complicated and difficult to spell. However, most
words in this subject come from Latin, and have a prefix and suffix. For example,
the word “glucose” can be separated into two parts, “gluco” means sweet, and “ose” means sugar. As “-ose” means sugar, you know maltose, sucrose, lactose
are sugars as well. The term “endoplasmic reticulum” seems difficult. However, if
you know ”endo” means “within/inside”, “plasmic” means cytoplasm and “reti”
stands for net, you will know that it is a net-like structure that is found inside the
cytoplasm. Knowing prefixes and suffixes that compose the terms help you to
spell difficult words and grasp the meaning of the words.

Memory Tips:
Memory is a predominantly visual. Create a mental memory tree. If you’re
trying to memorize a large number of facts, find a way to relate them in your
mind visually with a memory tree. Construct big branches first, then leaves.
The Art of Memorization One of the great challenges of biology is the
large number of new terms and concepts you need to memorize. This is
especially difficult if you have, like many students, a memory like a sieve. But
don’t despair-there are many ways to improve your retention of new material:
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Flash cards. Write terms and concepts on the front of 3 x 5 cards and
definitions and descriptions on the back. Use these to test yourself. Better
yet, get together with a friend and test each other. If possible, make flash
cards to help you remember a topic in biology.



Use the terminology. Make up sentences that employ difficult and
unfamiliar words. Using specialized terms will help you learn them much
more effectively than simply reading them.



Teach the material. With a friend, find an empty classroom and teach the
material to each other. Speaking and writing on the board will quickly
move information to your long-term memory.



Develop mnemonics. Come up with catchy phrases to help you remember
sequences and terms. For example, “Must Be Good” can help you
remember stages of embryo development: Morula, Blastula, Gastrula.



Watching news, reading newspaper and science magazines can help you
study Biology. As new technologies emerge everyday (e.g. breakthrough
in the cloning technology), and these new things may come out in the
exam (application problems), paying attention to current issues help you
get the overall idea about the newly invented technologies. Doing so can
also make you feel more interested in this subject.



Go to a helpful, educational website to study from.

Binomial Nomenclature
A system of classification with was introduced by Linnaeus, the Swedish
botanist. In this system, each species is assigned two names. The first is the
generic name, written with a capital letter, which designates the genus to which
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the species belongs. The second is the specific name, which indicates the
species. The generic and specific names are in Latin. For example, Man belongs
to the species Homo sapiens. Homo is the generic name while sapiens is the
specific name. This is called scientific name. This method of calling an animal by
two Latinized name is called the binomial system of nomenclature.

Multiple Exposure
Multi mean, more than one (many), Exposure mean to make visible. In
school there are many IEC materials (Alphabet Chats, Vitamins Chats, Health
Charts, Table Chart, etc…) were using for many purposes. This IEC materials
are hanged or pasted in the walls of the school premises. It is visible to students
eyes often, so it would remain in their memory, especially in primary and upper
primary school premises.
When I discussed with the teacher and asked for the hard spot in science to
the learners especially in Biology, the main concern of the teacher was to
develop the skill of memorizing the Biological terms. In Biology, 6-8 std there are
more than 50 Biological terms prescribed in the text book. If we develop the skill
of memorising the Biological term at elementary level, in future the students will
enjoy learning Biology. By having a good knowledge about Biological terms,
students will have a better idea about our environment. Students will be able to
differentiate the flora and fauna and their classification. Hence, I have preferred
to take this topic as my action research.
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III. PROBABLE CAUSES :
 Lack of Subject Teachers.
 Use of least effective motivational factors in their schools, they
studied.
 Ambiguity of the content of the text.
 Poor teaching learning strategies adopted in the classroom.
 Lack of interest among the students in Biology.
 Lack of basic knowledge about the Biological terms.
 Fear of learning Biological terms.
 Teachers and Students do not possess the required aptitude.
 Memorizing without understanding the meaning.
 Most of the teachers still practice only chalk and talk method.

IV.

PROBABLE SOLUTIONS:
 To arouse the interest among students to know about the
Biology.
 Booklet should be renovative and colorful with pictures.
 The Biological term should be bulleted at classroom and
corridors (by this the terms would be visible in their eyes often,
and it would remain in their memory.
 At leisure time, students are asked to dictate the Biological
terms as a memorising table.
 The students are nick named by the Biological terms and are
called by those names.
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 Students asked to role play by depicting themselves as
Biological terms.
 Paying individual attention to the students and using friendly
approach to make learning more meaningful.

V. ACTION HYPOTHESIS
Through multiple exposure, the difficulties in memorising the Biological
terms will be eliminated among the eighth standard students.

VI. METHODOLOGY
Sample:
All the eighth standard students (16) of Panchayat Union Middle School, Thevar
colony, Thoothukudi, were taken as the sample for the study.
Tool:
A questionnaire was prepared and administered to 16 students, studying
in std VIII in Panchayat Union Middle School, Thevar Colony, Thoothukudi. The
questionnaire contained 25 marks objective questions in the form of fill in the
blanks(5), choose the correct answers(5), True or False (a5) and Matching (10).

INTERVENTIONS:
Activity 1:
The investigator’s ultimate aim is to arouse the interest among the students on
Biology. The interest is given by telling them examples of the flora and fauna in
our surrounding environment. The ecological diversity, aesthetic and nutritional
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value of these plants are given examples. The students should be made aware
of the different avenue of carrier in the field of biology.
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Activity 2:
Pictorial pamplets (Booklets) are prepared by the investigator. The
booklet should be such as one side should have the picture and other side
should have the Biological terms of the picture.

lhkhpd;l];
,z;bfh

mfhyp/gh
,z;bfh

This pictorial representation enhances the grasping power in many
students.
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Activity 3:
Charts about these Biological terms are displayed in walls of student prone
area. By this method these terms stay in their mind. Since it is always viewable.
These charts must be attractive and bold. Student prone area are their
classroom, corridor and other predominantly visible areas. Since the charts are
viewed daily, it is easily memorable.
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Activity 4:
Students are asked to dictate their Biological terms, at their leisure time
(Assembly hours, Beginning of every class, Interval and lunch Break). By this the
average students will be also be benefitted daily by repetition .This Biological
terms stay on their heart and not easily forgettable.
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Activity 5:
Normally the generic and specific names are hard to memorize. So the
students are asked to keep these names as nicknames to their friends. By
calling their names again and again in their nicknames, Biological terms easily
stay in their mind. Care should be taken by the teachers, that their names, does
not affect any students.
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Activity 6:
Next attractive tool is role-play. This role plays are done in various ways,
like skit, riddles, mono acts and debates. Mono acts are generally welcome. The
students are asked to enact by debating themselves, as organism in one side
and asked to show the picture of the organism, and other side the Biological
term of the fauna and flora. The placard which the students depics should be
attractive and colorful. The biological term should be capital and bold. The
students are asked to repeat, the terms while the students in enacts.
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Activity 7:
Generally the students are in various categories. Topers, average and
below average. Teachers should not handle all the students same. The teacher
must be, friendly as well as good guide. The biology teacher must be well versed
in their biology subjects, and things related to it. Since Biology is inter connected
with our day to day life, the teacher should deliver our life related environmental
issues as example.

Activity 8:
After 10 days, the investigator asked the questions about the Biological
terms. The students answered the questions asked by the investigator. Through
multiple exposure, the investigator eliminated the difficulties among the students
in memorizing the biological terms. After such strategies were followed, a post
test was conducted to the student and their improvement was evaluated.
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VII.

DATA ANALYSIS:

Pre test marks were tabulated:
S. No.

Pre test (25)

Pre test (100)

1

5

20

2

2

8

3

4

16

4

3

12

5

3

12

6

7

28

7

4

16

8

4

16

9

6

24

10

6

24

11

4

16

12

5

20

13

6

24

14

2

8

15

4

16

16

7

28

TOTAL

72

288
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Post test marks were tabulated:
S. No.

Post test(25)

Post test(100)

1

24

96

2

20

80

3

24

96

4

23

92

5

23

92

6

24

96

7

25

100

8

25

100

9

25

100

10

25

100

11

25

100

12

23

92

13

25

100

14

19

76

15

24

96

16

25

100

TOTAL

379
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S.NO

Test

Mean

1.

Pre Test

18.00%

2.

Post Test

94.75%

From the table it was found that the mean scores were increased in the post test
than in the pre test.
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VIII.

FINDINGS

1. The pretest and post test achievement scores analysis reveals that the
intervention adopted by the investigator in this action research has
brought about an appropriate learning

strategies to enhancing the

importance of studying biological terms among the students.
2. Their attainment level has improved to a satisfactory level. It is evident
from the average pretest percentage score 18% to the average post test
percentage score 94.75%
3. The strategies adopted in the study become helpful in activating the
students in the learning process.
4. This study also helps the students to develop the skills and scientific
attitudes.

IX.

NET GAINS OF THE PRESENT EFFORT:
 The strategy can be applied to some other subjects based on the need.
 This kind of study maybe conducted in students of std VI onwards.
 The same strategy can also be used in other areas of EVS.
 Innovative strategies can be used for encouraging children in the learning
process.
 Workshops are to be conducted for developing innovative strategies.
 Training should be give to teachers in maintaining the spirit of effective
teaching.
 Similar studies may be conducted among the in service programme.
 It has helped to create scientific temper and interest among the staff and
Students.
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X. SUMMARY OF THE ACTION RESEARCH:
The study entitled eliminating the difficulties faced by VIII standard
students in memorizing the biological terms through multiple exposure was
carried out for the sample [16 students] of Panchayat Union Middle School,
Thevar Colony, Thoothukudi. The investigator found that, students felt difficult to
understand and memorise the biological terms in science, without understanding
the meaning and not proper practice. Pre test- post test design was selected and
questionnaire was prepared. After using multiple exposure technique among
students, the student’s scores in the post test were increased than in the pre
test. This attempt proved highly useful to the students
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1. Std VI-VIII, Science Text Books, Tamilnadu Text Book Society.
2. A dictionary of Biology – F.W.Roberts
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4. Introduction to Action Research – DTERT, Chennai
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khtl;l Mrphpah; fy;tp kw;Wk; gapw;rp epWtdk;
thduKl;b
nrayha;T – Kd;Njh;T / gpd;Njh;T
tFg;G : vl;lhk; tFg;G
ghlk; : mwptpay;

nkhj;j kjpg;ngz;fs; :

khzth; ngah; : …………………………………………………………………
25
gs;sp : Cuhl;rp xd;wpa eLepiyg;gs;sp, Njth; fhyzp, J}j;Jf;Fb
Gwefh;.

Nfhbl;l ,lj;ij epug;Gf:

(5x1 =5)

1. nekl;Nlh];/Nghh;fs; vdg;gLtJ

MFk.;

2. kf;fs; njhifiag; Gs;sp tptuq;fSld; Fwpg;gpLtjw;F
cgNahfg;gLj;jg;gLk; thh;j;ij

MFk;.

3. vhpj;Nuhirl;Lf;fs; vd;gJ

MFk;.

4. vYkpr;irapd; jhtutpay; ngah;
5. ntq;fhaj;jpd; jhtutpay; ngah;
I. rhpahd tpiliaj; Njh;e;njLj;J vO

(5x1 =5)

6. lhf;f]; fNuhl;lh vd;gJ
m) Nful;

M) ntq;fhak;

,) Mykuk;

<) MuQ;R

7. fPoh ney;ypapd; jhtutpay; ngah;
m) nrhyhdk; ief;uk;

M) /gpy;yhe;j]; mkhu];

,) ]pQ;[pgh; m/gpdhyp];

<) nrhyhdk; rhd;Njhfhh;k;

8. k];fh nlhk];bfh vd;gJ
m) rpye;jp

M) tz;zj;Jg;G+r;rp

,) fug;ghd; G+r;rp

<) tPl;L <

9. Vgp]; ,z;bfh vd;gJ
m) rpwpa NjdP

M) ,e;jpaj; NjdP

,) ghiwj; NjdP

<) ,uhzp;j; NjdP
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10. Gwhtpd; caphpay; ngah;
m) nfhyk;gh yptpah

M) Nfdp]; nlhk];bfh

,) k];fh nlhk];bfh

<) uhzh n`f;rhlhf;ilyh

II. fPo;fz;l thf;fpaq;fis rhpah? jtwh? vd;W Fwpg;gplTk;: (5x1 =5)
11. mfhyp/gh ,z;bfh vd;gJ Fg;igNkdp.
12. Mrpkk; rhq;lk; vd;gJ ty;yhiu.
13. rhd;lyk; My;gk; vd;gJ re;jdkuk;.
14. nth;bgpNul;lhf;fs; KJnfYk;G mw;wit.
15. ]PNuhigl; / ]PNuhgpy]; vd;git <uepyj; jhtuq;fs;.

III. nghUj;Jf:

(10x1 =10)

16. Gsp

-

%ba tpijj; jhtuk;

17. ,uj;j nts;is nry;fs;

-

lhkhpd;l]; ,z;bfh

18. nfha;ah

-

uhk;ngd; nr/gyhd;

19. ntq;fhak;

-

ypA+Nfhirl;Lf;fs;

20. ney;

-

rpbak; Fahth

21. MQ;[pNah];ngh;k;

-

vf;fpNdh nlh;Nkl;lh

22. gpd;%is

-

my;ypak; rl;iltk;

23. Ks;Slypfs;

-

N`hNkh nrg;gpad;];

24. ky;nghp gl;Lg;G+r;rp

-

jpwe;j tpijj; jhtuk;

25. kdpjd;

-

ghk;gpf;]; Nkhhp

-

xiurh rl;ilth
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